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Introduction
Cyber network defense is a continuous battle. Security breaches continue to threaten our networks and cyber infrastructure. High-tech attackers, sometimes backed by well-funded nation states wage increasingly sophisticated cyber attacks [1] [2] . Cyber warriors are responsible for ensuring critical information is safely guarded and essential mission applications are running in the face of these cyber attacks and security breaches. However, lack of manpower and an overwhelming number of attacks make cyber network defense an extremely difficult task [3] . For example, within the Department of Navy (DoN), a relatively small number of personnel protect almost one million DoN cyber assets from hundreds of thousands of events on a daily bases [4] . While many tools are employed, these tools lack the information to enable efficient addressing of these events. These issues result in the cyber warrior playing a constant game of catch-up. The average time to resolve an attack for most organizations requires 14 days, according to the Ponemon Institute [5] .
Cyber warriors need better methods and actionable information to help them efficiently address cyber events to protect important assets and the missions they support. In particular, a way to triage incoming events is in urgent need so cyber warriors know which events should be neutralized first to protect important assets and missions. Event prioritization should consider additional factors such as importance of the host, the vulnerabilities of the host, the network connectivity, as well as details of the event itself. Event prioritization should be consistent and standardized within an organization.
Current practice in event triage uses the event severity values provided by or inferred from network monitoring tools to gauge event priority. However, this event severity is a value that is assigned to each event independent of information about the host, and thus cannot reflect the actual impact the event on the specific host that is being targeted. Furthermore, it is difficult to compare event severity values from different sources because different security tools have different scales and meaning associated with their severity values. These limitations prohibit current event triage attempts from being effective.
Cyber warriors may apply some domain expertise to event data to further triage events, but this requires a high level of situational awareness and manual information fusion that are difficult to keep up with the current tempo of operations. The cyber warrior has many tools available that provide the necessary information; vulnerability scanners provide information about what vulnerabilities exist on each host and the host information such as its list of applications, its function, and the organization it belongs to can be found through various systems. The lack of automated tools requires manual gathering, compilation, and fusion of information. Oftentimes, cyber warriors must employ out-of-band techniques such as making a phone call to get additional information. Also, the manual process creates inconsistencies among cyber warriors, allowing important events to slip through the cracks.
What cyber warriors need is an integrated event prioritization framework that determines true event priority based on the events' effects to the hosts. It should be able to process data from different databases and tools to obtain the required factors. It should properly scale and fuse the different data into usable knowledge for accurate event prioritization. At the same time, cyber warriors should be able to understand the event prioritization decisions without being overwhelmed with too much information. This would allow the warrior to spend their limited time and resources implementing responses to the events that deserve their immediate attention.
In this paper, we present our event prioritization framework for cyber defense. We also describe our tool, A Configurable Cyber Event Prioritization Tool (ACCEPT) that implements the framework.
Event Priority Framework
Our event priority framework is composed of quantified numeric values associated with events that can be used to determine which events need to be addressed first. It is a complex concept that needs to take a large number of factors into account to produce accurate information. Our approach is to create a hierarchy of contributing concepts that encapsulate those factors and calculate the final event priority value. Intermediate concepts are defined in a way that will be meaningful to the cyber warriors to provide insights into the rationale behind the calculations. To understand the rationale, cyber warriors should be able to drill down into the details of the calculation and understand where the values come from and what they are based on. Conceptualizing the intermediate steps allows the cyber warrior to easily follow the calculation from the raw data all the way to the final event priority value. This is important because event prioritization can be highly subjective. Cyber warriors may prioritize events differently depending on their organization, role, situation, personal preference, etc. If cyber warriors disagree with the event prioritization results, they should have enough understanding to be able to drill down, determine where the disagreement lies, and then reconfigure it. The framework must be flexible and customizable enough to conform to the requirements of different organizations and operational contexts.
Raw data fed into the framework are normalized into numeric values for the appropriate contributing concepts. The intermediate concepts are encapsulated into factors. They are combined according to mathematical formulas to form higher-level factors and then into the final event prioritization value. The formulas are parameterized and the weights of the different factors can be tweaked and customized to suite the organizational needs. They can also be viewed independently to provide insights into the events, the hosts, and the network. Figure 1 provides a conceptual diagram of our event priority framework. We now provide a brief overview of the contributing concepts depicted in the diagram. Before we can assess the potential damage that can be resulted from an event, we need to determine how important each host is ( Figure 2a) . We cannot expect that the same event will result in the same kind of damage for all kinds of hosts. The host that supports critical missions has more to lose from the attack. The host that has more vulnerabilities (or vulnerabilities with more severe consequences) would be potentially more susceptible to the attack and suffer more consequences. Therefore, both the asset criticality of the host and its exposure to vulnerabilities are important factors in determining the effect of the impact of the event. We call these characteristics collectively the Host Importance. We break these concepts down into confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA) dimensions to provide more detailed information and better prioritization to the cyber warrior. This also allows us to take advantage of the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [6] that also describes vulnerabilities in terms of these three dimensions.
Hosts, in general, do not operate in isolation. They are deployed on networks where hosts in close proximity influence each other. We define Connectivity as an abstract concept that quantifies the degree of influence that an attack on one host can have on other hosts. The Comprehensive Host Importance concept takes into account connectivity and the isolated host importance of nearby hosts (Figure 2b ).
Once the Event Impact on a host is determined, it is combined with the Comprehensive Host Importance to calculate the Event Effect (Figure 2c ). For example, an event that has a high confidentiality impact will affect a host with a high confidentiality requirement differently than a host with a low confidentiality requirement. Because Event Impact is measured independent of the host, it does not change. However, the effect of the event (Event Effect) that targets the high confidentiality host will be greater. In some cases, the same event can target multiple hosts simultaneously. Then, the Event Effect of all the targeted hosts for that event needs to be combined to obtain the cumulative Comprehensive Event Effect ( Figure 3 ). When an event target just one host its Comprehensive Event Effect is the same as its Event Effect. Comprehensive Event Effect is the most important concept in determining event priority in our framework. At this point, the confidentiality, integrity, and availability aspects are combined into a single preliminary event priority value that can be compared against the event priority values of other events. However, this is not always sufficient and other factors must also be considered. Connectivity plays a role not only for calculating Comprehensive Host Importance, but also for the effects of events. Large number of events in a localized part of the network may indicate a concerted attack and may require more attention. We call this concept Event Clustering where event priority is raised slightly by different events occurring on the same host, or other events on connected hosts (Figure 4 ). Another minor factor is Event Propagability. In general, events spread to other hosts through connections. For example, the Print Spooler Service Impersonation vulnerability (CVE-2010-2729) spreads via networks when systems share a printer over the network [7] . However, certain events like worms or viruses do propagate regardless of connectivity (e.g., via email). These events have the potential to affect a huge number of hosts that share the same configuration (exploited by the event) as the target host [8] . Figure 5 shows hosts sharing the same vulnerable configuration as the target host, with the same shading. Therefore, the priority of these kinds of events should be raised regardless of connectivity. The potential effect of these events is determined by the number of hosts that share the same configuration, the impact of the event, as well as the host importance value of these hosts. In addition to processing raw data input from the security appliances, the framework should also be able to take into account the domain knowledge of the cyber warriors. The Event Correlation concept allows cyber warriors to increase or decrease the Event Priority by creating customized rules. Once written, the rules are automatically processed by a reasoning engine without human intervention.
The diagram in Figure 1 summarizes the Event Priority Framework. The next subsections provide a more detailed explanation of each factor in the event prioritization framework.
Host Exposure
Host Exposure assists users in determining the likelihood of a host being the target of an attack, of an attack being successful, and the potential damage of attacks using CIA as specific measurements. The Host Exposure factor calculates a numerical measure of risk for potential attacks on the host. It provides quantitative values for vulnerabilities on the host that can be realized by an event. Host Exposure (HE) is calculated for the three dimensions of confidentiality , integrity , and availability . The combined host exposure value is calculated as the Euclidean norm of the components values:
( )
The input to this module is the list of vulnerabilities for each host represented in Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) format using the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [9] . It is available in the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [6] . The vulnerabilities and their CVE values can be obtained from running a vulnerability scanner such as Nessus [10] . We parsed the CVE base scores obtained from the NVD database to determine the impact of vulnerabilities on the host in terms of confidentiality, integrity, and availability. The base scores by themselves did not provide an accurate measure of a host's potential exposure for one main reason. The base score formulas were designed to compare two different vulnerabilities and not two different hosts with multiple (aggregated) vulnerabilities. As a result, many of the underlying elements used to determine base scores become obfuscated by the CVSS equations. Without breaking a CVE score into its components, there is no straightforward way to determine if a combination of specific vulnerabilities will result in a complete compromise to the host system. In order to best evaluate a host, our framework takes into account how a set of elements of each CVE score can be combined in order to completely compromise the host instead of simply using the base score.
We separate the CVE score for each vulnerability into multiple sub-scores: Impact to Confidentiality, Impact to Integrity, Impact to Availability, Access Vectors, Complexity, and Authentication Requirements. These values, along with the attack surface (i.e., how many vulnerabilities are on the system/host) are combined to determining the host's potential exposure to attacks. This measure takes into account the number of vulnerabilities (attack surface, ) and their damage potential (e.g., high confidentiality loss, medium integrity impact) either collectively (max impact, ) or individually (max vulnerability, ). For example, a host with 10 vulnerabilities can have a maximum impact of the combination of the effects of all 10 vulnerabilities, or only an individual vulnerability may be realized. When either the number of vulnerabilities is small or the individual vulnerability impact is small, the host is not highly exposed to vulnerabilities. However, a large attack surface or vulnerabilities with high impact will result in the host exposure value being high.
The Host Exposure values are calculated as follows:
Where is the Initial Compromise Level, is the Max Impact, is the Max Vulnerability, is the combined Access Vector/Complexity/Authentication, and is the Attack Surface with .
is the weight of the max input, is the weight of the max vulnerability, is the weight of the combined Access Vector/Complexity/Authentication.
To simplify the formulas, we use a vector notation throughout the paper. For example, implies that the Host Importance value is computed for each of the three dimensions of confidentiality, integrity, and availability separately for host .
Host exposure values are scaled from 0 to 10. Since each component used to modify the final score ranges from 0 to 1, weighting that specific component without affecting the rest of the function is accomplished using multiple powers. Weights are assigned from 0 to 1, where 0 represents no effect on the final score ( ) and 1 represents full effect ( ). This value is the relative rate of each component on the final score. So, a weight of 0.5 is half as effective as a weight of 1.
A detailed explanation of the Host Exposure algorithm and each term in the equation is provided in Appendix C.
Asset Criticality
Asset criticality (AC) represents the degree of support the asset provides to the function of the organization in terms of confidentiality, integrity, and availability. It is a way of acknowledging that not all cyber assets are equally important. From a military perspective, it is defined in terms of how crucial the asset is to the success of the mission. Even in the commercial sector, there are various missions or objectives of the organization that of which some assets play a more crucial part than others. Unfortunately, an asset's contribution level to a mission is not directly observable, nor is there any tools readily providing this information [11] . Thus, asset criticality needs to be estimated from measurable attributes of the assets. There has been little work done in this area, but the work that has been done has been either looked at assets from the attacker's (instead of the defender's) perspective, require manual user input in determining the value of each asset, take into account too few characteristics, or simply examine dependencies and network topology between asset [12] [17] . Others such as [18] evaluate assets based on characteristics of the computing environment, division of classes of systems, and policy goals of the system in terms of its confidentiality, integrity, and availability. This information is ultimately used to determine the cost of selecting an intrusion response. While the characteristics used to evaluate assets are similar to ours, their approach is a manual process that entails expert knowledge and a high degree of judgment. We need an AC measurement that incorporates all the relevant attributes, and can be done with minimal user involvement. Different categories of assets support missions in different ways. For example, host machines, routers, and printers all provide different types of mission support. These different categories require different attributes to be measured to determine asset criticality. We focus on calculating the AC values for host machines specifically.
We calculate the numerical AC values first by calculating a base AC value, then adjusting the value for data dependencies, and finally, adjusting the AC values for user-defined AC attributes. The base AC value is obtained by identifying attributes that contribute to estimating the criticality of the asset. These attributes are: 1) criticality level of the applications on the host, 2) network sensitivity level, 3) value of data on the asset, 4) importance of the command that the host belongs to, and 5) the host operating system. These attributes were selected because we felt that they are relevant to the criticality of a host, and the data was available from the existing tools. When considering which things to use as attributes, we needed to consider how well they could be used to infer the criticality of an asset as well as if the values where available from any of the security tools being used. For example, "what mission apps are running on the host" may be a good candidate in terms of its indication of asset criticality, but that information is not available from any of the tools that were used by our cyber warriors. On the other hand, the type of applications on an asset provides a measure of the host's purpose. For example, if it has an Apache server on it, we can assume that it is a web server. The sensitivity level of the data on the machine is also important in determining the criticality of an asset; all other things being equal, a machine on a classified network should have more priority than a machine on a public network. The value of data can also be used to help distinguish assets. Mainly, this helps raise the value of hosts that may be on public networks, have no 'important' software on them, but contain a lot of private data such as personally identifiable information (PII). Machines in an HR department may fit this description. This information is not directly available, but can be inferred by correlating employee databases, organizational charts, and machine ownership information available from system administrators. For military purposes, the command that a host belongs to also helps determine the machine's purpose as well as its level of mission support. Finally, our cyber warriors stated that most critical assets run a specific kind of operating system, so we added that to our set of attributes. One thing to stress is that, by itself, not one attribute can accurately determine machine criticality. However, taken together, the resulting value gives a good representation of the criticality of an asset.
Some attributes, such as the importance of the command that the host belongs to, need to be converted into a numerical value. We can get the command that a host belongs to as raw data. We then need to calculate the numerical score. For these types of attributes, we provide a table that translates the corresponding attributes value into numerical values for each of the confidentiality, integrity, and availability dimensions. For example, we assign a confidentiality value of 5 to 5
th Fleet, and a 3 to NRL. In the next step, we examine dependency relationships among hosts. An asset that is seemingly not critical based on the values of the attributes may provide input to other critical assets. Since these critical assets depend on the host for input, this provider host should also be considered critical. This step attempts to capture this concept of criticality based on dependencies. The base AC value for each provider asset is adjusted by considering the strength of the dependencies between provider host and dependent host, the number of dependent assets, the AC value of the dependent assets, as well as the initial AC value of the provider asset. The reason that dependency is not factored into the base score is so that critical hosts without dependencies are not penalized in the initial AC calculations, but rather hosts with dependencies AC values are adjusted later. The formula to adjust the AC values for provider hosts is:
Finally, these interim scores may be overridden by user-defined values. Despite what the results of the AC calculation may show, sometimes cyber warriors will have information about a host that contradicts the results of the calculation. In that case, we want to allow the cyber warrior to override the calculated AC value. This step allows for these user-defined values. The AC values are also scaled from 0 to 10.
A complete/detailed explanation of the asset criticality algorithm is provided in Appendix A, the modified TOPSIS approach we developed and implemented is presented in Appendix B.
Host Importance
Before events even occur, we can calculate how important a host is from the cyber defense perspective by considering its host exposure and asset criticality values. Host Importance is also broken down into the three dimensions of confidentiality , integrity , and availability . The combined host importance value is calculated as the Euclidean norm of the components values:
A highly mission critical host with no vulnerabilities theoretically may not need be defended since it cannot be attacked, but the fact that it is mission critical still makes it an important target from both an attack and defense perspective. A host with millions of vulnerabilities may seem to require a lot of defense but if it is not a critical asset, it is probably not an important host to defend. Therefore, we need to combine these two factors in such a way that the Host Importance can be accurately determined. The Host Importance algorithm combines asset criticality and host exposure as follows:
Where and β =
In the formula, acBase, exposureFactor, and dampeningFactor are parameterized weights. The weight acBase determines the curve of the graph, and should be greater than 1, otherwise HI and AC will be identical. The weight determines how much Host Exposure affects Host Importance regardless of the value of Asset Criticality. Weight β determines the degree of how much Host Exposure affects Host Importance as Asset Criticality values increase. Higher β values result in Host Exposure having more effect on Host Importance as Asset Criticality values rise. In general, the ratio of (exposureFactor/dampeningFactor) determines how much Host Exposure affects the Host Importance relative to Asset Criticality. While both should affect Host Importance, we want Asset Criticality to affect it more; a highly critical asset that has no vulnerability exposure is still a very important asset and so its Host Importance value should be close to the AC value. However, a highly exposed, non-critical asset should have a relatively low importance. We determined that this was represented best when Host Importance and Asset Criticality had a nearly linear relationship. When Host Exposure is held constant, Host Importance and Asset Criticality have a nearly linear relationship since the AC factor in the exponent is almost negligible compared to the AC multiplication component. For default values, we set acBase as 1.1, exposureFactor as 0.8, and dampeningFactor as 0.9. Host Importance values are scaled from 0 to 10.
Connectivity
Hosts on the network do not operate in isolation and therefore cannot be considered by themselves. For example, the Asset Criticality factor captures the dependency relationship between hosts because this dependency can make a host important. However, hosts that do not directly interact can still have an influence on each other. We define connectivity as an abstract concept that quantifies the degree of influence a host can have on another host. It provides information on how easily an event can spread through the network from the target host and affect other hosts. This information assists in determining event priority from a global perspective. We define connectivity in the abstract and leave it up to the user to determine how to implement it. For example, users can determine connectivity at the network level: a host is always fully connected to itself, strongly connected to hosts within the same subnet, less strongly connected between subnets, etc. VLANS and firewall rules can also be added to further distinguish connectivity. Connectivity can also be defined using attack graphs and attack paths. The decision of how to implement connectivity can be based partially on what tools and system information are available to the cyber warrior. Hosts are considered strongly connected to hosts that are immediately upstream of them on possible attack paths. Regardless of the implementation, the concept of connectivity is important in order to include the influence of the network topology and connected hosts in determining host importance, event importance, and event priority overall.
We represent connectivity as an matrix M, where represent hosts in the cyber domain and is the connectivity value that represents the strength of the connection from host to host . By default this value ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 means no connection and 1 denotes fully connected. As per our definition of connectivity, we leave the implementation details of connectivity to the user. They can define connectivity in terms of the network level, attack paths, network hops, etc.
The connectivity value is directional. The value of is not necessarily equal to the value of . The connectivity value is not transitive. The value in the cell and is not related to the value in the cell . The connectivity value is not broken down into confidentiality, integrity, and availability components. This is done to simplify the calculations.
Comprehensive Host Importance
In section 2.3, we defined Host Importance in isolation from other hosts. Now, using connectivity, we can define Comprehensive Host Importance. Comprehensive Host Importance (CHI) takes into account the isolated Host Importance of the host itself as well as the isolated Host Importance values of other connected hosts using the connectivity values from the matrix.
Again, the values are computed across the dimensions of confidentiality , integrity , and availability . The combined comprehensive host importance value is calculated as the Euclidean norm of the components values:
Comprehensive Host Importance is calculated according to the following formula:
where is a weight and is the connectivity value in the matrix between host and hosts .
We assign a connectivity weight ( ) to the formula to determine the level of influence connected hosts have on the Comprehensive Host Importance. The default connectivity weight is set low at 0.1 but can be changed by the cyber warrior. The Host Importance values of the connected hosts are multiplied by their connection values in the matrix to ascertain the influence of the connected hosts. For example, a connected host with high Host Importance value may make the original host more important. However, if they are weakly connected, then the effect will be decreased.
In theory a network can contain millions of hosts that are connected. This potentially creates an extremely large theoretical maximum for the Comprehensive Host Importance. The value for highly connected networks can become artificially inflated and convergent in a way that does not make sense. The connectivity component of Comprehensive Host Importance can overwhelm the contribution of the isolated host importance so that individual hosts become indistinguishable. To address this issue we provide a limit to the number of connections that are added to the calculation. This limit is set by default to the highest 10 connections. Limiting the number of connections to consider also improves performance.
While connectivity and comprehensive host importance can be calculated before events occur and not in real time, performance is still useful to consider. Using these default values, the range of values that the Comprehensive Host Importance can have is 0 to 20. The connectivity component of the score can contribute at most 10 points to the overall value.
Event Impact
Event Impact quantifies the amount of damage an event can have. It looks at the underlying vulnerability that the event exploits and compares it to the list of vulnerabilities on the host. As mentioned earlier, the CVE entries published by the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) provide impact scores for vulnerabilities in terms of impact to confidentiality, impact to integrity, and impact to availability [6] . These values give insight into the amount of damage an event could cause if the vulnerability were to be exploited. However, this value is determined regardless of the target host. So while it provides more information than the simple event severity generated by security appliances, it is of limited usefulness by itself. For example, an event identified as an Adobe Reader Integer Overflow DoS attack when crossreferenced with the underlying vulnerability (CVE ID: CVE-2009-1856) in the NVD database provides details as to its level of impact [22] . This information provides us with a more accurate estimate of the potential impact an event can have on a host than the event severity value. In particular, CVE-2009-1856 results in a complete loss of confidentiality, integrity, and availability. It is important to note that even though we have an Event Impact score, we cannot know what the actual effect to the host is without knowing the CIA requirements of the target host.
The impact values from the CVS are qualitative ranging from low to complete. We convert these values into numeric values, ranging from 0 to 10, so they can be processed in the framework. The reason we separate out the impact value into impact to confidentiality, integrity, and availability is so that more detailed and accurate assessment of an impact may be made. For example, a vulnerability with overall high impact may seem to have a high effect on a host. However, if we can break down the impact so that we know that it affects the confidentiality and integrity of a host, but not its availability, and we know that the target host is a public web server that has no confidential or critical information, or any other confidential or integrity requirements, then we know that the actual effect of the vulnerability will be minimal to that specific host. Given this, an event that exploits CVE-2009-1856 will have an Event Impact (EI) as follows:
In the case where no vulnerability is provided with the event, we use the default event severity values as provided by the security monitoring tool. In this case, the default event severity value is used for event impact for all three components of CIA. This will results in a much lower fidelity, however, we expect that most of the more important events will have vulnerability information attached.
Event Effect on Host
Once the Event Impact is determined, we look at the effect of the event on the targeted host. Event Effect combines Event Impact values with the Comprehensive Host Importance values. This tells us that an event on a specific host is important because it has a specified impact (e.g., complete loss of confidentiality, partial loss of integrity) to a host with certain characteristics (e.g., high confidentiality requirement, many confidentiality vulnerabilities). Event Effect (EE) is calculated for the confidentiality component, the integrity component, and the availability component. The combined Event Effect value is calculated as the Euclidean norm of the components values:
Event Effect is calculated as follows:
The formula is a simple additive function since both the impact of the event and the comprehensive host importance value of the host positively affect the Event Effect. Weights eventImpactWeight and hostImportanceWeight can determine the importance of the Event Impact and the Comprehensive Host Importance, respectively. We determined that the (Comprehensive) Host Importance was more important and set our default weights accordingly as eventImpactWeight = 0.5 and hostImportanceWeight =1.0.
Using these values, the Event Effect can have values ranging from 0 to 15.
Comprehensive Event Effect
If the event targets more than one host, we calculate the effect of the event on all the target hosts by summing up the individual Event Effect values on each target host to obtain the Comprehensive Event Effect (CEE):
∑ where is an event that targets (multiple) hosts .
If an event targets only one host, then its Comprehensive Event Importance (CEE) value is identical to its Event Effect (EE) value.
At this point, we no longer maintain separate calculations for the dimensions of Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability. These separate dimensions were maintained to justify the calculated values. However, in the end, we want to provide the cyber warrior with one number per event that they can use to compare the priority of many events simultaneously.
Similar to the Comprehensive Host Importance, it is difficult to determine a theoretical maximum for the Comprehensive Event Effect since it is possible that an event can target a large number of hosts on the network. We want to ensure that events with low Event Effects targeting a large number of hosts do not create a large comprehensive Event Effect that could dwarf events with high Event Effects that target a single host. For these reasons, we again limit the number of target hosts that are added to the calculation. Our default limit is the top 10 target hosts. Using this limit, our value ranges for the Comprehensive Event Importance range from 0 to 30.
Comprehensive Event Effect is the major factor that drives Event Priority. We now introduce a few more factors that can affect the priority of an event.
Event Clustering
Cyber events are not random distributions. The attacks that are of concern are the deliberate ones crafted to achieve a specific goal. Events are clustered around a few connected hosts are likely to be related to a concerted effort and should be prioritized higher. Even if clustered events are indeed unrelated, multiple events can cause more damage as a whole than the sum of their parts. These events could cause more damage than if they were occurring in isolation and should also be prioritized higher.
We call this factor Event Clustering. Event Clustering (EC) is obtained by computing the Comprehensive Event Effect of other events on hosts reachable from the target host. Hosts are connected to themselves, so other events on the same host are also included in the event clustering calculation. For an event , its Event Clustering (EC) value (looking at other surrounding events) is computed as:
where are hosts that can be reached from the target host are other events on those reachable hosts, and is the Comprehensive Event Effect of these events on the reachable hosts, while is the connection value between target host and reachable host .
Similar to the Comprehensive Event Importance, we put a limit on the number of clustered events to be examined. The default value is 10, providing a range of values from 0 to 30 for Event Clustering.
Event Propagation Potential
An additional characteristic that we consider is the potential propagation of an event, independent of connectivity. In other words, how many other hosts that have not been infected by an event can be susceptible to it because they share the same configuration and vulnerabilities as the hosts with the event on it? For example, a worm exploit specifically targeting Windows 2007 machines propagated by email can very quickly spread to other hosts regardless of connectivity. Event Propagability determines the potential damage to other hosts on the network with the same configuration as the target host for these types of events. It is calculated by summing the Comprehensive Event Effect that these sameconfiguration hosts would have if the event were to propagate to them: ∑ Again, we put a limit on the number of propagable hosts to be examined. The default value is 10, providing a range of values from 0 to 30 for Event Propagability.
Event Correlation
Sometimes, the importance of two or more seemingly unrelated events may be more than the sum of their individual importance. Events can compound each other's effectiveness. The importance of events may need to be raised given the presences of other events or conditions. Groups of event may have low importance individually, but they represent a coordinated attack that should be addressed with high priority. Cyber warriors will have domain knowledge about specific attack patterns that security appliances are not aware of. For example, an attack may be launched on a web server on the DMZ, and then a separate event detected on a DB server behind a firewall that provides information to the web server. The events occur on separate networks, and are detected by two different IDS as different events. However, cyber warriors with the appropriate domain knowledge will know that this is an exfiltration attack to get information out of the DB server using the Web server. These two events need to be correlated and the event effect should be raised appropriately.
The Event Correlation module allows domain knowledge of cyber warriors to be codified, automatically evaluated, and taken into account for event periodization. This is done by using the Drools Fusion [23] rule-based engine to detect and process these types of patterns. The engine uses a series of "when…." components to recognize patterns and detect the situation, and a series of "then…" statements to take an appropriate action. The result is that new EP values are assigned to one or more of the correlated events as defined in the action. Example actions may include cases when two events are determined to be related, one or both events' priority values are raised, or when several events are correlated into one new event, and the new event is assigned a priority value. The Event Correlation module can lessen the workload of a cyber warrior by applying domain knowledge but in an automatic and efficient manner.
Event Priority Value
After all the modules have been calculated, the final event priority is computed in the following manner.
If there is no event correlation, the Event Priority is calculated by combining the Comprehensive Event Effect (CEE) of the event with its Event Propagability (ER) and Event Clustering (EC) modifiers:
where clusteringWeight and propagabilityWeight are parameters used to weight the Clustering and Propagability values so they do not overwhelm the effect of the event on the target host. On the other hand, if the event is a correlated event obtained from the event correlation rules, the actions in the Drools rule-base determines what the event's EP value would be.
Related Work
There has been some work in similar areas of determining appropriate course of actions for specific events or increase situational awareness by examining the effects of attacks on missions. Even though they do not prioritize events, the ideas and concepts discussed in these papers are comparable to the methods to determine event priority.
The work of Sawilla et al. [24] uses dependency attack graphs to describe complex network attacks. Dependency attack graphs are more concise and efficient than other attack graphs because they do not attempt to encode all possible states of the system. However, even dependency attack graphs that map local networks can grow unwieldy very quickly when having to model the many events on a network. On the other hand, this approach may be a potential method to model connectivity in our framework.
Lewis et al. [25] [27] . All of these models use a narrow set of factors to assess the security situation and do not provide any actual or quantitative methods for prioritizing events.
The work that is most similar to ours is the Cyber Threat Prioritization Implementation Framework from SEI [28] . They point out that analysts have diverse approaches in event prioritization and use a narrow scope of factors. Their framework breaks down cyber threats into three core components: the likelihood of threat actors executing attacks, the impact threats have on an organization's business, and the risk threats pose because of an organization's known vulnerabilities. While this is a useful approach, the framework is described at a very high level and does not provide specific or quantitative measurements that can be applied against the hundreds of thousands of events that occur on the network. There are no methods presented as to how to combine these factors and how to get the data.
The implantation of our framework, introduced in the next section, was implemented in a real operational setting with data from actual security tools to calculate event priority for the numerous events that are detected on the system in real time.
ACCEPT -Architecture, Operation and Features
ACCEPT is the implementation of our EP framework. It captures, analyzes and processes data obtained from various security tools and encapsulates the specific event prioritization steps into independent modules. Each module in the tool corresponds to a factor in the EP framework described in the previous section. ACCEPT is an extensible framework in that each module is parameterized and configurable so easy customization. Users can tailor the tool to their organization's specific operational requirements and data availability by reconfiguring the modules or adding their own modules to the framework.
During our research and throughout the tool development process, we collaborated with security people responsible for network monitoring and event handling to derive tool requirements -what data should be displayed, what format should it be displayed in, and what they would do with this information. This tool is a result of the recognition of a need for event prioritization, and collaboration between our research and the requirements of the cyber warriors who defend our networks.
ACCEPT Data Sources
ACCEPT leverages support from the cyber environment that is being monitored by using its tools (e.g., sensors, firewalls, vulnerability scanners) to collect and provide the raw data and act as data sources to ACCEPT. The specific cyber environment we used is from the Navy Cyber Defense Research Laboratory, a research laboratory supporting the Navy Computer Network Defense Service Provider. Since much of the information we gather is from different sources, the source formats were varied (e.g., XML format, CSV format) and were not usable as is. Our tool brings all this data together into a cohesive and processible manner. For example, the CVE data provides scores that obfuscate the impact of the individual factors. We had to separate out the factors and recombined them in a way that made sense of event priority. In addition, the host data was extracted and recombined in a way to assess asset criticality.
If ACCEPT is used in a different environment, the tools and available data sources may differ. In these cases, some additional preprocessing of the data may be required before the raw data can be used as input to ACCEPT.
Tool Implementation of EP Framework Modules
Each factor of the EP framework ( Figure 5 ) is implemented as a module in the ACCEPT tool. Since the NVD database describes impact in terms of three factors: confidentiality, integrity, and availability, we also describe most of the modules in terms of these three factors as well as a combined factor that takes the vector magnitude of these three values. For example, asset criticality is described in terms of the host's confidentiality, integrity and availability requirements for mission support. The fourth and final AC value is the vector magnitude of these three values. This allows us to say that, for example, a weapons system and a database system may both be mission critical (based on the vector magnitude), but that the weapons system has a higher requirement for integrity, whereas the database system may have a high requirement for confidentiality. The individual confidentiality, integrity, and availability values are preserved and used in module calculations up to the Comprehensive Event Effects module. After that, the combined value is used as the output of each remaining module so that the final Event Priority value does not provide separate scores for confidentiality, integrity, and availability.
Tool Features
ACCEPT has two modes of operation -real and simulation. The modes have separate databases for their respective hosts, vulnerabilities, and events. The real mode accepts host, vulnerability and event data directly from other security tools. This data is parsed and combined, then used as input into the various modules. Each module is calculated using this data until the event priority values are obtained.
In the simulation mode, we allow users to model the configuration and behavior of the hosts. Users also have the option of using the entire NVD database, a subset, or creating their own vulnerability tables. The tool simulates events -security behavior -based on the specified host configuration and vulnerabilities and generates event priority values for these events. The simulation mode has multiple purposes: 1) it provides a higher level of abstraction for low level cyber events, thus providing a meaningful understanding in the cyber domain, 2) it provides an interface identical to the real mode allowing users to get familiar with the system before going operational, 3) it can be used to test how accurately changes to the modules or their parameters reflect the EP calculation, and 4) it can facilitate users' understanding of the factors that contribute to event priority and enable them to gain faith in the inner workings and results of the tool. In the simulation mode, users can understand how changes in configuration or connectivity affect the various factors. Or they can inject theoretical events and observe how they affect the network.
Both modes support the graphical view, tabular view, concepts and parameterization, and data input features that are described below and are represented as tabs in our tool.
Graphical vs. Tabular View
We provide users with both a graphical view and tabular view of the data. Both views not only show event priority information, but also capture the justification behind how the value was obtained.
The graphical view provides both a host-centric view and an event-centric view of the current situation in real time. The host-centric view provides a list of the most important hosts and determines event priority from these hosts' point of view (Host-based event priority). Clicking on any of these hosts depicts the host and its connectivity relationship to other hosts, as well as the highest priority events (from the hostbased perspective). Rolling over a host provides a popup screen that offers justification as to a host's importance, showing its asset criticality values and host exposure values as well as additional information.
The graphical view in Figure 6 shows the graphical view of hosts annotated with their internal IP addresses. The circles in various colors represent events with different event priority values. The eventcentric view provides a list of the highest priority events and displays them in graphical form as shown in Figure 7 .
The tabular view provides information about the hosts, software, vulnerabilities, and events. The list of hosts shows all the hosts within the organization and their comprehensive host importance values ( Figure  8) . The values of the main factor that comprise comprehensive host importance -asset criticality, host exposure, and host importance -are also shown. For each host, links are provided for the list of software detected on the host, the results of the vulnerability scan on the host, the list of hosts connected to the host, and any events detected on the host. The list of software and list of vulnerabilities provide a list of all the software and vulnerabilities respectively detected on the entire network, as well as what hosts they are associated with. The list of events shows the list of events in the network, their event priority values, as well as values of factors that make up event priority, such as event effect, propagability, and clustering ( Figure 9 ). Entries also have a link to the underlying vulnerability exploited by the event, hosts targeted by the event, list of hosts connected to target hosts, etc. 
Concepts and Parameters
The Concepts and Parameters feature allows users to take advantage of ACCEPT's modular feature. Users can look at the formulas used for each module and tweak the parameters and weights associated with each formula. The concepts and algorithm for each module are explained in detailed so that users can understand each module as well as make educated changes to it, if desired.
As explained in section 2.5, as modules are combined to reach the next module, it becomes extremely difficult to determine a maximum value for each module's output. Because many of the formulas, such as Comprehensive Host Importance require values from connected hosts to be added, the theoretical maximum value for this formula would be much higher than the median range of values, and would be different for every organization, depending on connectivity values. For example, in an -host network, the number of connections could theoretically be (i.e., fully connected network), making values such as Comprehensive Host Importance and Event Clustering potentially very isolated from realistic values. We provide a realistic maximum value for these formulas by limiting the number of connections to look at and providing default values for weights. An example of this is shown in Figure 10 . Figure 10 shows the Event Priority module -the formula used to obtain event priority, as well as the current parameter values used, and the resulting maximum value possible with these parameters. It also shows how users can select the parameters to change their values. Any changes users make are immediately reflected in the page and in subsequent calculations. 
Data Management Features
The Manage Data tab provides users a way to enter host, software, vulnerability, and event information. This feature is only available when logged on with administrator privileges. From here users can set the active database to use for main mode using real hosts and events or simulation mode for testing purposes. Existing data entries can be easily removed, and new entries uploaded to the database. Data entries are obtained from the various sources discussed at the beginning of section 3. However, some values need to be converted to a numeric value for calculation. For example, the command (e.g., Fifth fleet, US NAVCENT) that a host belongs to is a factor in determining its asset criticality. We have a table that lists all the commands, and assigns them numerical values (ranging from 1 to 5) according to their strategic/tactical importance. While our tool uses commands as a factor, the flexibility of the framework allows non-military organizations to use it by replacing the commands with divisions (e.g., human resources, payroll, R&D) within its organization, and having a table that translates the divisions into numerical values. The ability to modify or create such tables is provided here.
In addition, users have the option of entering newly found hosts into the main database. For example, initially, host information may be gathered from vulnerability scans and low level host data from other tools. Sometimes there may be conflict among this data due to the way firewalls or other devices mask host IP addresses. Users are given various options for dealing with these unknown IP addresses. Users can also individually edit values of hosts such as the asset criticality values, and host connection values. This is not only useful in real-time mode when cyber warriors may want to artificially raise the value of specific hosts, but also in simulation mode to enable users to better understand the relationship between changes values and event priority. A snapshot of the data management feature is provided in Figure 11 . 
Network Centric and Host Centric View
Up to this point we have described the various factors for event priority and how to combine them from a network point of view. In this section, we describe Host-based Event Priority (HEP). While Networkbased Event Prioritization (NEP) prioritizes events based on their effects on the network (considering all hosts), HEP looks to prioritize events from the perspective of a given host. For a specific host of interest (HOI), it examines surrounding events that can cause the most potential damage to that particular host. It provides a different way of using the framework and the tool. Our modular approach enables reorganization of the different /modules to create a different view for the cyber warrior. If the cyber warrior is aware of an important host that needs to be protected at all costs, the HEP viewpoint gives them the ability to see which events can cause the most potential damage to that host. The different viewpoint requires a different way of determining event priority. Given a host, the only events that the host cares about are the ones that can affect it, and only to the degree that they affect that host. Of all the events on the network, the only ones that can potentially affect the HOI are the following types of events:
 Case 1: Events targeting the HOI directly.  Case 2: Propagable events that target hosts with identical configurations to the HOI and thus could propagate to the HOI regardless of connectivity.  Case 3: Events detected on hosts that are connected to the HOI. If the events successfully compromise the target host, they can lead to the HOI compromise due to connectivity.  Case 4: Events detected on hosts that the HOI depends on (for data): the event may not directly impact the HOI but if the provider host is down, the HOI may not be able to provide mission support.
Figure 12. Cases of host perspective events
Of these, only the first case directly affects HOI while the other cases affect HOI indirectly. For example, Figure 12 shows a host perspective view of events. It shows all the events that can affect the HOI (the host depicted in the middle); some events occur directly on the HOI, others occur on different target hosts, but can indirectly affect the HOI. The event effects of each of these events are calculated for the target host. Figure 13 We compute the Event Effect of these events on the target host. The stronger the connectivity, the more likely that the event can lead to compromise of the HOI.  Case 4: Events that occur on provider hosts can disrupt the mission support of the HOI. The degree of event effect on the provider host and the strength of the dependency are proportionate to the importance of the event to the HOI. We calculate the Event Effect of these events on the target host.
After all the event effect values for all the pertinent events have been calculated, the Host Perspective Event Priority value is calculated by using the Event Effect as-is for events that target the host directly, or assigning weights ( ) to the indirect Event Effects to create Host Perspective Event Priority values. This allows events of the same type occurring on the HOI, connected hosts, propagable-event hosts, and provider hosts to be prioritized differently. These values are then sorted in order to determine the events that are most important to the HOI. 
The Concepts and Parameters feature Strengths of the Tool
Besides the simulation capabilities that enable users to answer questions such as 'how does this event affect the network' and the customizable features provided by the Concepts and Parameters tab and the Manage Data tab, because ACCEPT combines the previously isolated low level data into actionable information, it can perform tasks beyond event prioritization. Some examples are:


Can mitigate damage of zero-day attacks
Once a zero-day attack has been detected, ACCEPT can easily find all hosts that have the same underlying configuration required for the attack. Cyber warriors can quickly take steps to strengthen these hosts before the zero-day attack becomes widespread and critical.
 Can further weed out low-level events.
Events generally have vulnerabilities associated with them. Intrusion detection tools provide some correlation and filtering of events. However, currently when events are triggered in the system, the SIEM has no way of knowing if the target host possesses the specific vulnerability. ACCEPT's cohesive data integration enables (automatic) checking to see if the host has the given vulnerability, and if not, can rule out the triggered event. Features like these aid in filtering out low-level events and thereby increasing the efficiency of the event prioritization framework. ACCEPT also provides some low level event correlation so that minor and frequent events such as TCP port scans were correlated based on their time. For example, all TCP port scan events that occur within a given time frame on a given host are considered as one event. This not only provides a high level correlation, but also provides less unrelated information cluttering the screen.

Can be retrofitted to suit different perspectives
Lastly, the modular feature of our tool enables the modules to be rearranged in different ways to obtain other results. For example, a different way that we introduced for using the framework is to view events from a host perspective. While the Network-based EP answers, "which events should I deal with first?" the Host-based EP framework can be used to answer the question, "which events are most detrimental to a given host?" Users can reconfigure the modules further to match the requirements of their own organization.
Implementation Details
ACCEPT is a Java web application that runs in an Apache Tomcat application server. Its data store is a PostgreSQL database, which it connects to via JDBC. The database contains various tables with information for the Event Priority framework, but also other tables that store information required by the web application (e.g., a "users" table that allows different users to store their customized settings that apply across the application). Dependencies between the tables are represented and enforced via foreign key constraints. The PostgresAdapter class provides methods through which other Java classes can interact with the database. It translates requests into SQL queries, connects to the database, fetches results, and returns them as Java objects.
As values are added or updated (e.g., an event is detected, a host's criticality changes, a parameter is adjusted), computed values need to be recalculated according to the framework's algorithms. For example, as a new event is detected, the event impact on the target host is calculated, the event clustering factor for this event needs to be calculated, and the clustering factor for neighboring events may need to be recalculated to factor in this new event. Hosts, vulnerabilities and events all have their own repository so that atomic changes do not require recalculations of all repositories and can be easily propagated. Recalculation is handled by the Calculator class, which contains implementations of these algorithms. Its methods can be invoked by other classes to trigger a recalculation when changes in the system are detected.
Much of the front-end of the web application is written in HTML/CSS/JavaScript, which is delivered to the client via Java HTTP servlet classes. A servlet is invoked by the client by navigating to a path relative to the application's URL. These servlets call upon the application's back-end classes to assemble an appropriate response to the client's request.
Tools Testing and Validation
The modular approach of the tool facilitated the testing. Each module was able to be tested and validated separately, before being combined and tested as a whole. The various default weights for each module Performance testing was also performed and found to be acceptable. For testing, we pulled data in from the Sentinel database every 20 minutes. After low level correlation, this resulted in about 50 new events being entered into the ACCEPT tool, taking a total processing time of 4.5 seconds. During peak times, we would need to insert 500+ events at once into the ACCEPT tool, requiring about 40 seconds of calculations. To enhance performance, we also implemented multi-threaded calculations. This increased the performance even more, so that calculation and insertion of approximately 500 events took about 7 seconds.
With the aid of the Navy subject matter experts, we were able to procure real time data for events and hosts to test our tool. The results of the tool were validated by domain experts. The simulation part of the tool also came in handy for validation purposes, allowing us to create simulated hosts and vulnerabilities, and verify the results of the asset criticality calculations for each host. We were able to generate events and examine the event priority values for correctness as well.
Conclusion and Future Work
ACCEPT provides event prioritization that goes beyond looking at just the severity of the event. It is an easily extendable and flexible tool supporting the cyber warrior in the security domain. It relieves the cyber warrior of cumbersome details, and provides them with actionable information regarding events.
To our knowledge, there are no tools out there that can take this data from different sources in different formats, combine it into meaningful information that provides a high-level picture determines accurate event priority. Our solution determines which hosts are important, analyzes events in terms of their impact to these hosts, either directly or by indirect means, and other ways that events can affect critical cyber assets such as important hosts. ACCEPT not only takes input from disparate sources but also creates new intelligence out of the data by combining them in ways that provide situational awareness.
Further design goals include providing better security (authentication based access control), facilitating the addition of event correlation rules, and performing further testing and validation. One limitation regarding this tool is that the accuracy of the results is limited to the information available. The lack of information is two-fold: 1) some information, such as asset criticality is not provided at all by the tools in the environment and has to be estimated by selecting factors that represent the host's mission criticality, and 2) some of the information is dependent on the tools used by each organization. If tools collect different information, or information in different formatting is used, then additional preprocessing may be required. While we devised a scheme to rate the asset criticality of non-host machines such as printers and fax machines, we were not able to implement it in the system because the tools used by the organization did not provide any distinction between host machines and non-host machines.
We expect this tool to be used as part of an organization's security management suite, either as a standalone tool or as a component of the SIEM. Data from the SIEM components and other monitoring tools can be pushed to the ACCEPT tool as needed -host-related data that does not change frequently can be pushed less often than events. For example, since standard events in HBSS are reported every 5 minutes, the tool can request new events to be pushed to itself every 5 minutes to coincide with this timeframe.
We see ACCEPT as a way that enables analysts to move from a reactive stance to a proactive posture. It can be used to characterize what is happening on the network and even be used as a predictive tool to drive policy and global cyber strategy. If better low level monitoring and security tools were to be developed that would provide us with even more raw data to examine and correlate, the tool could provide more accurate and sophisticated results.
With the ability to prioritize events based on their effects to critical assets, the next logical step would be to use these values as part of a response system. Our future goal will be to utilize ACCEPT as input to an autonomous response system that can further assist the cyber warrior.
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Appendix A. Asset Criticality
In cyber defense, there are various tools that can tell us about the events, but little is known about the targets. Some tools can provide pieces of information about the hosts. However, there is no standard way to combine this information to get a 'standardized' asset criticality (AC) metric that indicates the relative importance of assets. Which assets are more critical and to what degree depends on factors that determine the contribution of an asset to mission success.
The structure of an organization exists to ensure successful mission completion and continuation of operations. Hence, asset criticality should be defined in terms of how crucial the asset is to the success of the mission. Unfortunately, an asset's contribution level to a mission is not directly observable. Thus, asset criticality needs to be estimated from measurable attributes of the assets that we call attributes or criteria. We calculate the AC value first by calculating the base AC value using these attributes, then adjusting the score for data dependencies among hosts, and finally, adjusting the AC value for userdefined attributes.
Step 1. Calculate the Base AC Value
The attributes we selected to calculate the base AC value are:
 Criticality level of applications on the host: Through the SIEM tools, we obtain a list of software for each host. The type of s/w available gives us an idea of the machine's purpose which in turn helps determine its mission criticality. For example, a host with Windows Mail Server on it tells us that the host is probably an email server. We created a table of <Service/application, criticality value {Integrity, Availability}> tuples that associate a machine's purpose to a numeric criticality value for integrity and availability, ranging from 1 (low) to 5 (High), as shown in Table 1 . For example, a File server rates a 5 for integrity and 3 for availability. We do not assign criticality values for confidentiality since the Network sensitivity factor (described below) determines the confidentiality value. These values can be changed for each organization by changing the tables within the ACCEPT Tool.  Network sensitivity level: Primarily for the use of DoD machines, this value is based on whether the machine is on a public, sensitive, or classified network. We take these network sensitivity values and assign them numeric values of 1, 3, and 5 respectively.  Value of data on the asset: some hosts have more sensitive or PII information on them than others.
The network sensitivity level would address most of these, but some machines not on the sensitive network may still have sensitive data on them, and be considered more critical than others, such as a host machine in the human resources department that contains payroll information. We map the system administrator's table of <IP address, machine owners (name)> to the organizational chart of <employee name, role>, and have a table that associates roles to potential level of sensitive information the user may have on their machine. For example, a division head, or HR employee would likely have relatively high value of sensitive information on their machine.  Importance of command: For DoD machines, the command that the host is in gives an idea to its contribution to the mission. For example, all other things being equal, a host in 5 th fleet is likely more important than a host in the Naval Research Lab. Again, we have a table mapping all the commands to corresponding numeric criticality values ranging from 1 to 5 (Table 2) .
 Host operating system: From our domain experts who apply their internal knowledge, we were able to ascertain one of the things they look at is the operating system of the host. Generally, mission critical operations run on windows machines, while Macs are used for general purpose work. We reflect that in a table mapping operating systems to numeric criticality values, ranging from 1 to 5.
The tables we use for each attributes can be tailored to each specific organization with respect to values and mappings. The attributes selected here by themselves are not sufficient to determine asset criticality, but when combined can give us a strong approximation of asset criticality. The attributes are combined using a decision-making algorithm called Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) [cite], which we modified to ensure faster calculations. A detailed description of TOPSIS and our modifications is available in Appendix B. Table 1 . Mapping of services and applications to criticality values Table 2 . Mapping of commands to criticality values
Step 2. Adjust AC Values for Data Dependencies
Various assets can have data dependency relationships in which assets depend on input from other systems. If a critical asset is highly dependent on input from another (i.e., the provider asset), and cannot complete its mission without this input, then the AC value of the provider asset should be elevated to reflect this. These dependencies are taken into account to tweak AC values higher for assets that have dependent hosts. The number of hosts that depend on a particular asset, the strength of the dependencies, and the AC values of the dependent hosts themselves all factor in contributing to the dependency portion of the asset criticality value.
In summary, our dependency algorithm should possess the following properties:
 Each initial value (i.e., AC value) of the node/assets in the dependency relationship is the independent asset criticality score obtained from the individual TOPSIS calculations.  The AC value of a provider asset should be a function of its initial AC value, the AC value of the dependent assets, the strength of the dependencies, and the number of assets that depend on it.
The relationship between the provider asset's updated AC value and the dependent nodes' AC values, degree of dependencies or the number of dependent nodes is not linear or exponential. A provider asset that supports 100 other nodes is likely more critical than one that supports 10 nodes, but is not necessarily 10 times more important. The criticality function would likely be defined by a logarithmic relationship between the adjusted criticality value of the provider node and the variables (i.e., AC values of dependent assets, number of dependent assets, and strength of dependencies). Based on this, we take the log base 10 of the sum of all the dependent hosts' AC values multiplied by the strength of their dependencies, and add this value to the original AC value of the provider asset:
∑ where is the provider asset, is the original AC value for , is the updated value for , is the AC value for a dependent asset , and is the strength of the dependency from to .
Step 3. Adjust the AC Values for User-defined Factors
Particularly in DoD, factors such as 'who is logged on' and 'who owns the asset' may change the criticality of an asset depending on what the value of the factor is at a given time. For example, when a highly ranked official is logged on to a host, this may override the existing (low) AC value of the asset. This is analogous to the Air Force One call sign that is given to any aircraft carrying the President of the United States at that time. Use cases like these are extremely subjective, so we leave it up to the cyber warrior to adjust the values as needed. This can be done within the ACCEPT tool.
Appendix B. Modified TOPSIS Algorithm
First, we explain the original TOPSIS algorithm, and then we discuss the changes we made to it.
Original TOPSIS Method (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution)
The TOPSIS approach ranks alternatives according to their closeness to a hypothetical positive ideal solution (zenith) and a hypothetical negative ideal solution (nadir). The domain set of alternatives is defined as a -dimension Euclidean space. Therefore, each alternative is represented as a point in this space. A basic assumption made here is that each attribute is characterized by monotonic increasing or decreasing utility. Using the TOPSIS principle, the solutions (i.e., most preferred alternatives) are those alternatives which are at the same time farthest from the nadir point and closest to the zenith point, with distance being measured by Euclidean distance. TOPSIS models this principal by defining 'relative closeness to the ideal solution', according to the following relation:
Where is the -dimensional Euclidean distance between the alternative and the nadir point, and
is the -dimensional Euclidean distance between the alternative and the zenith point. According to this method, the alternative is better than if or ( ) ⁄ ⁄ . This calculation is necessary because there can be many alternatives that are closest to the ideal solution. Also the alternative closest to the ideal solution is not necessarily the farthest from the negative-ideal solution. As can be seen in Figure 14 In order to calculate the relative closeness to the ideal solution, the normalized decision matrix is first calculated using the vector method:
where is the value of alternative with respect to attribute ( . Then, the weighted normalized decision matrix is calculated as:
Where is the weight of the attribute. The zenith and nadir are calculated as follows:
Where is associated with benefit criteria, and is associated with cost criteria 1 . Thus, the zenith (positive ideal solution) is made up of the best value of each criterion over all attributes and the nadir (negative ideal solution) is composed of the worst value of each criterion over all the attributes. The respective Euclidean distances are calculated as:
The relative closeness is then calculated as in equation (1) to obtain the score for each alternative, after which the alternatives are ranked. An example of applying the original TOPSIS is provided in Table 3 . Because we represent asset criticality in terms of requirements for confidentiality, integrity, and availability, a zenith and nadir must be calculated for each. The cells highlighted in yellow are the best value of each criterion over all the attributes, and together compose the zenith. The cells highlighted in purple are the worst value of each criterion and compose the nadir. In other words, the zenith for value of data on the asset for confidentiality is { } and the nadir is { }. The distances to the zenith and nadir are computed using these values against each value in the alternatives. For instance, the distance to from Host 1 for confidentiality is √ and the distance to from Host 1 for confidentiality is √ .
The resulting relative closeness value for confidentiality on Host 1 is ⁄ . Other values are calculated in a similar manner. This way each host has a relative closeness score composed of the three components of confidentiality, integrity and availability. For instance, Host 2 has a score of {0. 0.359, 0}. For ease of comparison, and also to have a one-dimensional score, we take the vector of these three values and let that be the asset criticality value for that host. In this manner, host 1 is the most critical asset with a (vector) AC value of 0.696, and host 2 is the least critical asset with an AC value of 0.207. We can easily multiply these values by 10 to provide a range of values from 0 to 10. Table 3 . Sample calculation of asset criticality using original TOPSIS
Modified TOPSIS Method
TOPSIS calculates its values across all other alternatives using the concept of positive and negative ideals, In particular, the positive ideal and negative ideal in TOPSIS are relative values, calculated using the given values in the decision matrix. The use of relative values for positive and negative ideals is particularly problematic for our dynamic environment where asset scores can change, assets can be added or removed, and assets need to be compared across different commands. When a change in an asset's value affects the positive or negative ideal, all assets' distances to the positive and/or negative ideal (and thus the relative closeness) need to be recalculated. For example, going back to the example given in Table 3 , assume that 'Value of data on the asset' for confidentiality changed from 1 to 3 for Host 1. The resulting positive ideal for confidentiality would become { }. The negative ideal has not changed, but the positive ideal has, requiring recalculation of all assets' distances to the positive ideal as well as their relative closeness values. When we are dealing with 100s of thousands of assets, such as in a real cyber environment, frequent changes like these will require continuous recalculations and slow down our performance.
The problem with using TOPSIS in our environment stems from the way positive and negative ideal values are selected. To avoid this problem, we modify the distance measurement calculation so that absolute positive and negative ideal values are used as the new zenith and nadir, respectively. In other words, we create a hypothetical asset that has all possible maximum values and a hypothetical asset that has all possible minimum values, and calculate the distance to the zenith and nadir from these values respectively. For example, knowing that all our values range from 0 to 5, the new absolute zenith is { } and the new absolute nadir is { } after weights have been applied. Using these values to calculate distances and then relative closeness measurements, the new TOPSIS values would be that of Table 4 . Table 4 . Calculation of asset criticality using modified TOPSIS Unlike the original TOPSIS approach that uses only the values available in the decision matrix, these zenith and nadir values are fixed. The advantage of this is that if an asset's value changes or the asset itself is removed from the decision-making process, the zenith and nadir values do not change, and all the sub-calculations for relative closeness do not need to be recalculated for each asset: if an asset's value changes, then only that asset's relative closeness (to the absolute positive and negative) needs to be recalculated. If an asset is removed, no recalculation of any relative closeness values is required since the zenith and the nadir are always computed using absolute values. Modifying TOPSIS in this manner allows asset criticality values to be comparable and minimizes recalculation time. In a dynamic environment, this type of approach is advantageous and necessary. 
Appendix C. Host Exposure Module
The purpose of the Event Priority project is to prioritize incoming network events based on their severity as well as the criticality of the hosts that they target and other pertinent information. The overall process is modeled as a framework, composed of several modules that together enable more accurate prioritization of events.
Overview
One of the more significant factor of the EP framework is the Host Exposure factor that calculates a measure of risk (numeric score between 0 and 10, with 10 being extreme risk) of a host's exposure to potential attacks. This assists users in determining the likelihood of a host being the target of an attack, of an attack being successful, and the potential damage these attacks can cause. Attacks are attempts by an adversary to cause harm to valuable assets, by trying to exploit one or more vulnerabilities (weaknesses or flaws in the system). The number of vulnerabilities a host has and the potential level of damage these vulnerabilities possess determine the level of threat (i.e., exposure) to the system.
The Host Exposure factor evaluates all of the vulnerabilities on a given asset/host to calculate a proper measurement. This measure takes into account the number of vulnerabilities (attack surface) on an asset and their damage potential either collectively (max impact) or individually (max vulnerability). The input to this module is the list of vulnerabilities in Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) format, which can be obtained from a vulnerability scanner such as Nessus. The CVSS provides a standardized method for rating known vulnerabilities, and has been adopted by many security vendors to describe and rank vulnerabilities.
Inputs to the Module
CVSS provides severity scores for vulnerabilities by combining many different factors in a numeric equation. However, we could not use the base scores provided as-is in our calculations. Using the CVSSprovided base scores by themselves does not present an accurate measure of a host's potential exposure for one main reason: the CVSS base score formulas were designed to compare two different vulnerabilities, not two different hosts with multiple vulnerabilities. As a result, many of the factors used to determine base scores become obfuscated by the CVSS equations. It is then difficult to rank the exposure of a system by using some combination of CVSS base scores. Without breaking a CVE score into its base components, there is no straightforward way to determine if a combination of specific vulnerabilities will result in a complete compromise to the host system. In order to best evaluate a host, the framework should take into account how a set of vulnerabilities can be combined in order to completely compromise the host instead of simply using the base score.
Even though the CVSS base score is not used, its base components that describe the vulnerability, such as Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability (CIA) impact are useful in determining a host's overall exposure. For Host Exposure, the impact to confidentiality, integrity and availability, the access vector, complexity and the authentication requirements (all provided from the CVSS base scores) will be used to calculate potential exposure. The base components and their definitions are provided here:
 Confidentiality Impact -Measures the impact on confidentiality of a successfully exploited vulnerability (Complete, Partial, None)  Integrity Impact -Measures the impact on integrity of a successfully exploited vulnerability (Complete, Partial, None)  Availability Impact -Measures the impact on availability of a successfully exploited vulnerability (Complete, Partial, None)  Access Vector -Reflects how the vulnerability is exploited (Local, Adjacent Network, Network); the more remote an attacker can be, the greater the vulnerability score for this factor  Access Complexity -Measures how difficult the vulnerability is to exploit (Low, Medium, High)  Authentication The number of times an attacker must authenticate before launching the attack (Multiple, Single, None); the fewer authentication instances required, the higher the vulnerability score of this factor
For Host Exposure, we translate these qualitative values into quantitative ones. An initial value of 1 indicates a complete loss of a confidentiality, integrity, or availability requirement for a system. Partial loss is assigned a 0.3 (in other words, more than 3 partial losses are equivalent to a complete loss), and no loss is assigned a value of 0. Impacts to the CIA requirements can be expressed in a vector format which each vector component <C, I, A> represents the loss for that component. For example, <Complete, Complete, Partial> represents a complete loss of confidentiality, a complete loss of integrity, and a partial loss of availability. For the access vector, exploitation complexity and authentication components, 1 is used to denote a remotely exploitable vulnerability, no authentication and low complexity. The values used to describe the other levels can be flexible, but should all be less than 1.
Calculations
Calculating host exposure consists of combining several different factors based upon the vulnerabilities obtained from a network or host scanner. These factors take into account the number of vulnerabilities required to compromise a system, how severe those vulnerabilities are, and how large of an attack surface the host has. The factors are: the initial compromise level, max impact level, max vulnerability, attack surface and the max access, access complexity and authentication requirements. Instead of evaluating the access vector, access complexity and authentication with respect to the corresponding vulnerability, they are evaluated with respect to the overall system. This is due to the fact a remote access exploit can in turn allow local vulnerabilities to be exploited. To separate the individual Host Exposure values across the three dimensions of confidentiality, integrity, and availability, these factors are calculated separately across the three dimensions. The final combined value will be the vector of the three separate host exposure values. ** Note: is used to denote the entire set of vulnerabilities for a host . denotes a single vulnerability within the set of vulnerabilities for the host. is the confidentiality impact, is the integrity impact and is the availability impact for vulnerability .
 Initial Compromise level:
-This represents the host's potential level of compromise based upon the known vulnerabilities found by the scanner. To calculate the initial compromise level, we determine the sum of each of the impact measures (confidentiality, integrity and availability) and take the minimum of 1 and that sum (cells B12, C12, and D12 in Table 5 ): ∑ where is the vulnerability's impact to confidentiality, integrity, or availability, respectfully.
These values tell us whether or not there is a way to completely compromise the system by exploiting some combination of the existing vulnerabilities. For example, a value of means that even though we summed all the vulnerabilities' integrity impacts, we could not obtain a complete loss of integrity. On the other hand, if we have a value of that means that some combination of vulnerabilities in the system provides complete loss of confidentiality. However, these values do not tell us the number of vulnerabilities that would be required for a successful compromise.
 Max Impact:
-The max impact level represents the potential maximum impact of a vulnerability existing on host to each of the corresponding CIA measures. This value determines the upper bound on the number of vulnerabilities required in order to completely compromise a host for a given dimension. It is obtained by calculating the maximum impact value for C, I, and A of all the vulnerabilities (cells B13, C13, and D13 in Table 5 ):
In a system with a maximum impact of an attacker using the most effective vulnerabilities would need to at most use 4 partial vulnerabilities to completely compromise the availability of the system. This is an upper bound because when the three values are combined, we do not know if the same vulnerability can be used to attack the confidentiality, integrity, and availability. For example, if we have ( then an attacker using the most effective vulnerabilities would need to at most use 6 vulnerabilities to completely compromise the system; 2 vulnerabilities would be required to compromise confidentiality and integrity (1 each), and at least 4 partial vulnerabilities to equal a complete compromise of availability.
 Max Vulnerability:
-The max vulnerability represents the single greatest vulnerability in the set of known vulnerabilities for that host. This value determines the lower bound on the number of vulnerabilities required to compromise a system across all three dimensions, and tells us how much damage one vulnerability can cause on the host when exploited. For this reason, this value is not determined separately for confidentiality, integrity, or availability. This value is calculated using the vector magnitude approach and normalized to 1. In Table 5 , we calculate the vector magnitude of each vulnerability (in Column E) and choose the maximum value from this column as the Max Vulnerability. A maximum of 1 indicates that a single vulnerability can completely compromise the system across all three dimensions. Midrange values represent systems where 2 or more vulnerabilities must be used (at least) to completely compromise the host.
(√ )
 Max Access Vector: -This value represents the minimum access an attacker would need in order to compromise the system. It is obtained by taking the maximum of the access vectors (Column F, Table 5) , of all the vulnerabilities in the system. For example, an attacker could exploit local vulnerabilities after first using a remote exploit to access the system.
 Average Access Complexity:
-This value represents the average level of complexity required to attack a system, obtained by taking the average of the complexity requirements (Column G, Table 5 ),
, for all the vulnerabilities on the host.
 Max Authentication:
-As with the max access vector, the max authentication represents the minimum number of authentications a hacker would require when attacking the system using one or more of the vulnerabilities. It is obtained by taking the maxium of the authentication requirements (Column H, Table 5 ) for all the vulnerabilities on the host.
 Combined Access/Complexity/Authentication: -The max access vector, complexity and authentication could either be expressed individually, or as a single vector by using the magnitude of these three factors (cell J5 in Table 5 ).
√ ( )
 Attack Surface: -The last major factor to consider when analyzing the vulnerabilities in the system is the attack surface. For example, a complete, remote and low complexity compromise on two separate hosts will both result in a final Host Exposure score equal to 10 even if the second host has 5 times the vulnerabilities of the first host. Both hosts are severely exposed, but the second host can be considered to be the more vulnerable system simply because it has a larger attack surface. In order to account for this type of situation, a measure of the attack surface can be added to the score independent of the other calculations. In addition, it should follow a logarithmic scale until it maximizes the allowed range for the calculation.
( (∑ ))
Where is the base for the logarithmic function and is the limit of the function. This function gives an idea of how many vulnerabilities are on the host, and the potential degree of compromise they possess. Modifying the base of the log function determines how much of an attack surface is needed to raise the final value. For example, using a base of 2 would require at least 4 additional complete compromises for the base value to be modified. Similarly using a base of 3 would require 9 complete compromises.
Final Score
Calculating the final Host Exposure value for host is fairly straightforward. The final value should be on a scale of 0 to 10 and should identify a host's relative potential exposure to attack. Starting with the Initial Compromise level and normalizing it to 10, the final value decreases if any of the other factors have a value less than 1. In a worst-case scenario where a single vulnerability completely compromises the system with low complexity, remote access and no authentication, the resulting value will be a 10, indicating severe exposure.
Where is the weight of the max input, is the weight of the max vulnerability, and is the weight of the combined access vector, access complexity and authentication vector.
Weighting
Since each factor used to modify the final score ranges from 0 to 1, weighting that specific factor without affecting the rest of the function is accomplished using multiple powers. Multiplying by another constant is not useful since that constant would affect the entire function, and the weighted factor could no longer be contained within the 0 to 1 range. Using a power to weigh a factor allows for each factor to be given individual weights. Weights are also assigned in the 0 to 1 range, where 0 represents no affect on the final score ( ) and 1 represents full effect ( ). This value is the relative rate of each factor on the final score. So, a weight of 0.5 is half as effective as a weight of 1. In order to contain the final score in the range 0 to 10, the normalizing factor of should be , where is the max of the attack surface function . Table 5 shows how the various components are calculated and combined to obtain the Host Exposure value for one host with eight vulnerabilities on it. The vulnerability IDs are masked by using 'CVE-NRL' as the prefix. 
